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· - about· ourselves.· The poet present·s the best -of men as 
....--
; . 
flawed, undeniably, but not deserving of sententious- - ,. 
fingerwagging or sly, ironic assaults on bis pride in 
his perrection. Gawain is indeed tton pe faul tlest .freke · 
. . "' pat euer on fote. -3ede 11 ( 2363), and al though he is not 
perfect, he deserves our applause. Such an examination 
also clarifies some other attitudes expressed in· the poem. 
Gav-1ain is certai11ly an exemplar of Christian virtue, but 
the virtues stressed most heavily in the poem are secular 
as well as Christian. Morton Bloomfield is correct in 
-
- 76 saying that the poem is, ".fairly and squarely Christian." 
This does not., however, precltlde the expressit>n in the 
poem of a proround appreciation of the value of the joys 
and difficulties of life in this world. The poem's 




od bumo:r. The 
repetitive structure creates many ironies; the charac-
ter of Bercilak, who, despite his demonic and other-
worldly origins, happily and ju_atly _serves the ends or· 
Christianity, is one of the largest. Others are smaller, 
but no less significant. In acqepting the challenge, 
Gawain says, n I am 
• • • lest lur or my lyf" - ( 354-355), 
,_., 
J' 
-an-a Bercilak later attributes Gawain's flaws to his love 
of 11·re (2368 )-. The temptation scenes, amo·ng the most 
suspenseful in the poem, have also their comic side be-
- - 77 
·cause of the reversal of courtly-love roles. · The 
58 
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·. g8me, the denouement of the poem. This leaves IvJ:organ ac-. 1 • 
countable :for only the initial action, the Green K11~.ght' s 
visit to Arthur's court, which,· although an important 
,az;iough ,action., · could have been given a. hundred other 
satisfactory motivations, could· even have been handled 
. 75 with the same explanation given _for the temptation:s •. 
" . ~.-
-Structure and character, then, are successfully and 
artistically fused in Sir Gawain. Through his handling of 
parallel episodes tbe poet has created the happily anilii-
valent character of Bercilak, the rhythmic_" al·ternation of 
moods of celebration, fear; wonder, despair, and, by means 
of these, called rorth from Gawain such a variety of re-
actions Y·that be emerges not only as a triumphant romance -
hero, but als-o as a fully developed and admirable human 
character. The poem, like the hero~ has its flaws, but 
like the hero's .flatrJs, these are few and detract from-the 
work hardly at all. 1'1:y treatment of interpretations 
, 
. 
- . dealing with character and. structure· has shown .that these 
. elements can·not be considered separately o,r partially. . 
.. ~ -.~-
. Any interpretation of th~ poem must take into account t.be 
reciprocal influence of, character and structure and mu.st .r·" 
examine · tbe entire poem •. 
_.-
·When such an analysis is made,· the ~eaning 1ef. the 
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Morgan for many reasons is the inevitable choice 
for the role of enchantress. Her hatred for 
Arthur and Guinevere was notoriouso ~he woods or 
-- Arthurian romance are thick with l,,1orgue_netes and 
filleul~s de 1'1orp:ain and fearsome knights on em-
' 
· bassies to Arthur's ball to stir up trouble or to · 
·entice heroes on doubtful adventures. It is not 
-·only in the horn and mantle pieces that Morgan plays 
the goddess of discord. Since the poet was altering 
the conclusion that folklore and popular· story bad 
conditioned his readers to expect, it was wise· that 
1 
, 
tbe substituted motive and character accorded so 
well with the related body of lore on which his 




Alt b ou gb Friedman' ¢s hypothesis is the most acceptable 
to-date, until more information on tbe immediate back-
f i ground of Sir Gawain is discovered it~.will remain impos-
-----sible to be quite sure why Morgan is in the poem. It is 
' 
clear., however., tba t ber -role is,-·o:r ·no artistic v,alue and 
· bas little real connection with the· action or the story. 
Bercilak himself points to this conclusion when he says 
-\,;.l 
of the testing: "NovJ know I wel py cossf:r,a., and py costes 
ai·.s,/ And pe wowyng of my wyr: I w~o3t hit myseluen./ -... 
· .!-- Isende hir to asay pe" (2360-2362)·. By taking upon 
h·imself the motiv.ation for the tempt~tions, be t:flso as-
sumes re'sponaibi~ity for the result of the beheading 
J 
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Friedman. has also·· offered the most plausible expla·- ~ : · · 
nation for Morgan's presence in the poem. Using Kit-
tredge' s study as the basis of his argument, he notes that 
· all the storie_s which appear to stand in the immediate. back-
ground of Sir _Gawain. are dis~~pcbantment stQries, and in 
. most of them th~ denouement is :a ~econd beheading of: the 
giant challenger ~bich unspells ·him and .restores his normai 
shape.,.. Friedraan conjectures· ·that tbe Gawain-poet, or one· 
of his predecessors, rejected this conclusion because in 
.. ; ., 
combining· the motif,s of the Temptation and the Cnallenge 
he made one very significant change. The tester was no 
longer a- be spelled ogre., but \~ · shapeshifter who could by 
his own wiJ.1 become either the monstrous Green Knight or 
the genial Bercilaf· The p~oet v1bo combin_ed the plots was 
'';~ 
probably obll.iged to do -so in order to allow Bercilak!to 
• ,,- 'f-
appear in normal human fo'rm at his castle, which was rleces-
sary to prevent Gawain and the reader fr~m reE1lizing the· 
extent to which Gawain t-.ras being tested. By making the 
·.cmallenger a sha·peshifter, the ·author destroyed any 
~ climactic value that the usual final decapi~ation and 
.unspelling ·might have. The loss of the disenchantment.,~ 
' 
> ·required an adjustment=.-vin the motivation ;of' the aeti~n, 
and Morgan was· chosen··~s a dea ex machina. 
.... · ·- The poet's solution tias to make the Green 
· · . Knight the servant _of an enchantress determined 
' ' 
·~_; . to undermine the reputation of ··Arthur's court,. and_ · 
..... _ 
-~ '. _.,.... . ··, . 
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. ·rn _an e:r.fort to save Morgan from her detractors, two 
more recent' critics. have, argued that Bercilak 1 s-- explana-
.tion is absolutely co1~rect and that Itllorgan' s plan does, 
in :fact., motiva-te all th·e action -of the sto~y. Denver E~ 
Baughan says that Berc·11ak' s intent to test the chastity 
0 ·- . 
of Arthur and his court was imposed upon him by Morgan, _ 
whose 0 :rame as a healer" caused her to send him "to purge 
and heal the Court of its moral C orru·ptne S S. n 7l -Mother 
Angela. Carson agre.es with Baughan in essentials, except 
that she does not see Morgan as a healer, but rather as 
a malign fe~ who is frustrated in her intent to reveal 
" Guinevere's infidelity with Lancelot. Mother Carson·iden- -
tifies both the old woman in the castle and Bercilak' s 
wife with Plorgan, ,and Bercilak with Urien, Morgan's fairy 
.~i:1 ..•.. , 
lov:er, to explain her association with Berei-lak in the 
72 - ;: . \• --poem. Neither o:f these arguments has any textual au~ 
thori ty ,- and the main contenti·ot1s wb ich unde.rlie them, 
• I 
' ~ that the beheading game is a cbasti ty te$t and that th.e 
c.ourt is· corrupt,_ have already be.en refuted. As for 
Morgan's fame as a healer, Albert B. Friedman, who at- - · 
tacks Baughan I s argument in every way possible, sb~ws 
' 
. . . \, 
. : ' 
.. ·that her cha~acterization as perpetrator of malign schemes 
.. 
against Arthur is much more firmly embedded in tradition 
than her role· as a healer and that her uglines·s, l'lhich"' 
the Gawain-poet describes in ~e-tail ( 946-969},- is trad'i-
·.--~-----------~~----------:-:--:-:--- -
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I '-Whatever motive" .she might have had thus becomes qui~e 
1 unclear. Hulbert concludes -that she was probably added . 
. by a. late redactor lrlho ~1as familiar with l11iorgan 1 S ro]:e 
in other ·works of tbe Arthurian cycle. 68 Kittredge's 
viei,,1 of her presence is similar to Hulbert' s, ror he too 
I 
notes that her plan is a failure and ·1s not well worked 
into the· story. and aa·as that, it is strange that :Sercilak · 
and. Gai-1ain ·-should part on such friendly t~rms after 
" B·ercj.lak' s blunt. statement of ·the· evil purpose of his 
mission. He suggests that she may be a substitution for 
the no doubt nameless enchantress who controlled the ac-rl 
.-
. 'tion of tbe_; story which the Gawain-=poet. used as his source. 
Since the poet1 shows iri the first and last stanzas a 
·desire to connect bis narr,tive to "the orthodox Arthur 
saga, n his making I~organ Le Fay the motivation of the 
whole plot is probably another means to _this end. But 
·--
-~~~ if Bercilak and r1organ were to be collaborators, then 
the traditional reason for Bercilak1 s visit to Arthur's 
court, his disenchantmen-t, had to be discarded. -The 
poet then found another ~xcuse for Bercilak1 s visit in 
Morgan's traditional hatred of Guinevere. 69 Another 
. I 
· · ·explanatio:n for her presence comes_ from Roger Sherman 
.. Loo~is, W:ho,suggests that the poet k11etv her in the Welsh 
· story of Pwyll and Arawn, the wild huntsman and lover or 
·Morgan Le Fay. Loomis does not, however., contend that 
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a genuine rlaw. 
structure of the poem·., she is undeveloped except .f o.r the 
~ascription which corltrasts her ugliness to the beauty 
. of Bercilak' s lady { 91+7-969). Sbe is not even. identified .,I~ 
--, ,.· 
~-· 
by name t,irben we se·e her, and her· visible participation 
ih·the plot is nil. For these reasons most critics have I 
questioned the logic and artistic merit of Bercilakts 
explanation that .it was she who brought about the actio'n 
of the entire ·poem: 
, Morgne pe goddes ••• 





. .. ./. 
.__, 
For to assay pe .sttrqtlidr,, 3if hit soth were 
. T 
. '),at rennes of pe gre,te renoun of pe Rounde Table; 
·- Ho wayned me pis wonder your wytte 3 to reue, 
For to haf 1 greued Gaynour and gart hir to dy3e 
With. gJ.opnyng of pat ilke gome pat· ,.,gostlycb spekecl 
With his hede in his honae· bifore p,e. hy3e table • 
' ( 2452, 2~.56-62) .. "!JO •. 
,. 
.. J· •. R. Hulber~ finds Bercilak' s explanation "inb·erently 
. . . 
-~ - ~ \ 
1 
. l 
unreasonabl·e" because Morgan's plan does not achieve .her 
. . 
intentions at all. Through her testing, Gawain and 
·, -
. ·, 
·Arthur's court win greater glory, and tbe~e is no reason 
to believe that· any harm came to Guinevere. Although 
· · she seems to have been ·inspired. by enmity., . Morgan is 
fJ perfectly just ii;:i her testing~ and, being an enchantress, 
she should be able to fo~esee the result of her plan. 
, .. 
I .ri'L, • ·.: .. 
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by tQe fact that Gawain is, af·te.r all, a h_ero to them. 
-They, as they all know., are lesser knights than-he., and 
they r.~ight well see little· ignominy in ~Jearing a symbol 
of an imperfection far le.ss t·han their own. 1r{hat tvould 
~ · be most important to. them would be -Gawain I s achievement, 
not his failure, for in their estimation he did not fail. 
He, ~ucceeded jus_t by returning alive, contrary to· their .\ 
·expectation. 
If such an explanation or the fin~l scene of th~ 
~-- t-i' 
poem is not wholly sa .. ti.sfying, it is still, I think, 
preferable to the others· mentioned because it takes ·1ntci> 
r, I 
account the fact that the~e is a definite connection 
. between structure and characterization. I have. tried 
to show tbat the poet is generally very successful in 
·- ll 
·-.. uniting structure and character, but it is possible th.at .. 
. in this instance be was not, that his desire for struc- · 
·tural · balance, to keep the mood of the court the same 
at beginning and end., got the better of his great ability 
-·1 for natural characterization. · Such a view does no harsh 
.. injustice to the poem, for it need not be perfect to be ·. 
one of the very best., I also pref"'~r this explanation 
' ' 
· of the -final action of , the poem because 1 t pl"aces emphasis 
... 
~ .... · 
on· the good side of Gair1ain I s character, t"lhe1.,e it belongs.·. 
. ' . . 
If the Gatvairi~poet• s depiction o~~·)·tbe court may be 
/ [ I_ 
said to lack a ,,little, then his use of Morgan Le Fay -
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Carande .for pat comly: · 1 Bl Kryst., hit is scape 
\:)at };>ou, leude, schal be lost pat art of lyf noble!' 
(672-675) 
· .·Since at the beginning of bis journey all their concern1 is 
t:or Gawain's safety., bis return., particularly to a group· 
so given to merriment, would be an occasion for great 
~happiness and celebratio~. The poet make~ it clear that 
this is the reason for their high spirits: "'\'er- wakned 
wele i!l pat wane when wyst pe grete/1'at gode Gawyn wat3 
commen" (2490-2491). I : 
The ,expe:rience which Gawain undergoes.is intensely 
personal., and one would not necessarily exp~ct the court 
,, 
to understand and feel it as be does, since they are not 
personally involved·in what he considers to be his shame. 
I.pdeed, the readers of the poem, who ao· accompany Gawain 
lt 
. , 
in· his adventure and do become· personally involved, have 
never been able to ~gree upon a satisfactory explanation-
of t·be.nature of the experience or of its meaning for 
-Gawain ·or· thems,elves. · Moreover, far from needing to take 
Gawain's tale as a warning against their own pride and 
·-.folly.,· the court:~:J.1as good reason to laugh at parts of 
it., notably at the t_emptation scenes,. -l'thich are genuinely . 
. " 
humorous. As for their assumption o:r the green girdle,, 
. ' 
Gawain's symbol of untruth, as a badge or honor, tbey · 
would not feel so intensely as Ga1,iain the shame he attri- . 
· butes to it. The honor attatbed to ·1t may be· explain.ad __ · 
. . . - .. 
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I 
being childgered explains such a reaction to Gawa~n 1 s ex-
perience, and the moral implications of the adventure ·may 
1 ·-, .•• 
-, be a reason for us not to expect. ·ther,1 ·to laugh., but it . 
does not explain why ·they do. As bas been shot:1n, there is·· 
no particular reaso~ to· suspectr.their rr1orality. If' Gawain's 
repentance is extrava·gant, laughing at him 'tvith no explana-
tion does not seem a very suitable way of' correcting him. 
·' 
There are other explanations .for their conduct, none 
' -- . . . ;.r ·'Jl : . ""~- ! 
·or which is completely satis.fying esthetically. First of 
all., the -poet was obviously motivated at lea.st partially 
~ . 
• l."f:_ . 
.-
.~ 
· to depict the court at the end as he did in order to pre-
I serve the ca1.,eful parallelism of the structure of- the. 
poem.· Tbe action ends where it began, in Arthur's court, 
and the festive mood is the same in either case. Further, 
to take into account tbe characterization of the court at 
the beginning of the poem, ·Gatl\Tain 1 s return is a reversal 
of their expectations. Thej fully_anticipated that they 
would never .see him again. · On Gawain's d~y · of departure, 
t,ere wat3 much derue doel driuen in pe sale, 
. ~at so worth~ as Waw,an schtilde wende on pat ernde., 
·To d~y3e a delful dynt, and dele no more L 
" 
wyth bronde. 
. D . 
• ~ • ,--l,.. - • 
. - -----·-~-- - _ __..-,,- - -
-----,·· (558-561) 
~ 
· .. , . . -,As Gawain_._ le:rt ·. the castle, 
.. ·' ( . . 
I 
~--. · ~l pat ·se3 pat ~emly syked in hert, ,. .. 
' r. --~~ -~ And sayde soply ·· al same segges til oper, • . "A'-_.::·. • 
- '. ', . 
··' 
: •· •.(i 
. · .... 
• _.;.rr_; 
J, - .. -~ -~ . -
.. 
) . 
. _. ~... . . 
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him, and for ( that rea-son is undeniably brave.- Gawain,, in 
· requesting the .challenge, ·sho'tvs himself still braver. 
The characterization of Arthur and the. court at tn~~ 
beginning of the poem can be satisfactorily explained., but 
tllfis is more diffi~ul t for tt,leir appearance at the end_ of 
· 'i: · · .. the poem, where, their joyful mood corre.,sponds to their.·· ,, 
----~ ... - -~-------·~·· . 
~ ! j • 
' ' 
I 
' . l ..... 
. ' 
lJ].irth at the beginningo 1iben Gawain tells them of his· 
adventure, t.hey n1a3en loude perat't-·;:(2514), _and ·aecide that 
( . each knight should ~rear a band of green · in Gawain' s honor 
_,, (_2516-2·518). Laughter seems an inappropriate reaction to 
·, 
--' 
an adventure as intense and difficult: as Gawain's, and-the 
~ .. -.... 
taking o;C the I,· . girdle., Which Gawain specifically tells green 
' i 
them is .. a "token o:r vntraWl)e~1 ( 2509)' as a s:ymbol of honor 
--.. seems just as strange. The explanatiam ·Which critics have_ 
offered so far have been too _vague to b·e satisfactory. 
-·Jobn·Burrotv and Donald R. Howard gee-the court'-s reaction 
'4··j ' 
_to Gawain's. adventure as a restoration of some 'kind of 
emotio11al equilibriw11., which serves as a corrective to 
Gawain's extravagantpenitence. 65 Ricba'.;r:d a. Green says 
that. they laugh becaus,e they are childgered and pr4ud, and 
that_ their laughter represents their failure t·o learn any · 
-
' 
' ' ' 
' 
~ 
,:;-, . . 





·m~ral lesson f'rom Gawain's experience. 66 Hans Scbnyder 
, . . I 
•- •',;----
' 
, •• <.. 
' ' ,,i 
n 
- ' 
•- , contends: .tha t theiy take the gi,rdle because ·they ·acknowledge 
. . h7 
their for.mer corruption., - 1 but be does not mention their 
laughter., wbi ch certainly seems incongruous with the f'ormer 
notion· and with any idea of penitence. -Neither pride nor 
, I • 
.. ~ .. 
. '· 
' ' ·,' 
. 4 '' • • 
! ~ . 
-
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The narrator of Gawain.,. we may safely say, is richly 
conscious or the disparity between the reputation 
t:or valor and tvarlike prowess of Artht.1rY s knights 
.-~ 
and what actually __ takes place wb~n the Green Knight 
_- thrusts himself upon them. But this does not· imply 
. that his attitude toward them involves either bostil-
·-- • -- ity or contera.pt. Becaus·e he bas avoided emphasis 
J 
. on material luxury and worldly power in ·bis depic-
tion of the 11:re of the eourtj the Challenge Episode 
is not seen as a rebuke to· arrogance or sensual 
. self .:a~i~dulgence. Arthur ··and bis knights are charm-:-
_ingly youthful and joyous; their ple~sures are 
·1nnoc en t. 64 ~- .~ . L--< 
It might be objected that an argument based on what 
· is miss-ing from the poem, in this inst-ance the ~mpbasis 
___ -J__ .on the material wealth of the court,~is not very strong. 
. . 
Gran-tad~ but tbe eraphasis -.that tb.e poet places on· the 
_ joyous innocen_ce of the members of the court does indicate 
. 
. 
that we are not to condemn them completely. Certainly 
. I 
Arthur and his knights !'all short of the chiva_lric ideal, 
I 
_ Gawain., but.. this does not mean that they are bad as much 
as it me,ans that Gawain is good.. Since Gawain emerges as _ 
. ·f.? 
,r .. 
. ' . . , ' 
the bravest in the court, he stands ot.1t not only by con-
trast to the other knights., who ar~ arraid., . but also by · 
compa·rison 1r1i th Arthur. _ Al tb~ugb Arthur is· disconc·ertea· 
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' to leave the table is a justification of- this assumption 
( 343c,,)3L1A6) o Jirthur does not ta~e an exceptionally lo:Qg 
time to answer tne Green·Knight 1 s first question .or the 
--,.. 
' 
· challenge., given the ci1Qcumstances, and when he does., he , 
is aiways--~-c-ourteous and . brave: 
1Wy3e, welcum iwy_s to pis.:place/, 
· . ;:)>e bede of pis ostel Artbour I ha_t.; · 
Li3t lurlyob adoun and lenge, I pe praye, 
I ' 
And quat~so py wylle is we schal wyt after.' ·- --~.. - ----.:...:•·=---·,;-i.-·-- •. ' 
.~ . - -
(1 • ,; " 
.· ) 
-
- ,- ' 
' - -~ 
---· '- . .-
- -





· Hi;s hesi ta·t1on in accepting tbe · challenge is explainable· 
in.that although he was hoping for an adventure or mar-
. velous tale, the challenge which the Green Knight of'f era 
? 
is completely out_side Arth·ur' s experience ·as a knightly 
· combatant.. Arthur is willing .to. engage in man-to~man 
" .combat. (276-278), but be considers the Green Knight's 
. reque·st foolish {323-324). Arthur, hoTrrever, does accept . · 
the challenge, and be shows more confidence than Gawain 
about the ·outcome of th~. whole affair ( 372-374). 
, 
.4,1.though .the cbal+enge is~ me,t successfully, the· · 
·episode is ·a bumilia tion ror the court-, but a. comic rather 
·.. " ~ .· 
'. ,• -- ~ 
. ·· tban} ,'a serious one. The Green Knight, because his actions 
-"----------~~-~.-~:c;~---~----~------ and words have·dominated the scene, dJparts._the psycho-
logical victor~ Borroff concisely swnmarizes the -narra-
tor' s attitude - toward· the court at_ the beginning of the 
-. po~m: 
.. 
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.. 
-- ·-not through characterizing . the court as cowards, but 
through a shift of_ desca:»ip~ive technique. While the. 
' . 
court is sl1own in idealized terms and no one ther-e but· 
Guinevere ( 74-84) receives much specific descri.ption at_ 
all, the_ Green !{night is presented_ realistically in a 
. 
minutely detailed description of sixty-six lines (136-
202). The result· is that the audience feels -the presence 
of' the Gr~en Knight much more keen1y than the presence -of 
the court. · Because of the dramatic handling of the Green 
Knight's entrance,- and because the -narr.ator reports his 




-_ the _ef.fect of his. presence_ is startling and ,frightening, 
- ... 
although no.t necessarily awesome -or terrifying. The 
stunned silence of the court is a natural reaction to 
. 
bo·th the sudden entrance of the huge, gre·en stranger and 
· · t·o >tne ,,unusual. _ Ehallenge wbicb he flings at them. Their 
\.,-
reaction is further explained by the f 1act- that the. Green 
Knight's dress and bearing do not indicate that be is. a 
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· narrator does not call h:µIl a kn:y3t,. until .line_ 377, and 
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' J .. .•· '· . . 
__ Arthur aqdresses him _simply as nwy.3e" (25?). Moreover~ 
s: • , - ... -,• 1J ~." •I~ ·--:-~<.-,~ '•• 'r. 
--------------------~-· _ · · 'the narrator says explicitly; al though riot very empl1atie-
I -
. . ·-· ·. 
ally., that the silence may not b~ due entirely to .fear:. 
-_ · ttr deme hit not al for doute.,/ Bot sum .for cortaysye" -
(246-247). Gawain's latersp·ee;ch as-king for perniissi.on· 
- .. . ·.{ ,- . 
,.1f · 
'\l, C - --,-·.··-··. . . 
- ' - ·. 
: .. :.· · .. :, . . ,-·-_. 
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. plac·e but s.tanding. "Talkkande bifore pe hy3e. table of 
trifles ful hende" ( 108), · and waiting for "sum auentures 
pyng an vncoupe tale,·/ Of_ sum·mayn meruayle" (93-94) •. , 
' ,. Thus, when the Green Knight asks for ''e gouernour of ~is 
gyng'r (225), b~ is not intentionally ignoring Arthur; he 
simply does not know which one he • J.S • The king's refusal 
to take his seat at the table is, of course, traditionally 
an act of self-denial, but the Gawain-poet gives two rea-
.sons for it. The.first and more emphasized explanation 
specifically attributes Arthur's conduct to his boyish-
ness: 
- - . 
_ Bot Arthure wolde ,not· ete til al were serued, 
He wat3 so joly of his joyfnes, and sumquat childgered; 
His lif liked hym ly3t, he loui~d pe lasse 
.. ,- : Auper to longe lye or- to longe sitte, 
~--So bisied him hi~s= 3onge blod and his brayn wylde; 
The second and traditional explanation is given less . 
I imp·ortance and is carefully distinguish~d from the firs-t: 
"And als-0 an o}2er maner meued him eke/ l> at he pur3 nobelay 
- . 
had nomen" ,(90-91; italics added). The Green Knight's 
unintentional slighti~g~ :of Ar·thur, then, is presented as 
. -
-
. . . ,. 
·· ~ result of and perhaps a _-~eb11ke to his boyish behavior, 
t 
not his immoral·i ty or· cotArardick. 
' . \ The narrator achieves the Gree,n K!}ight 1 s domina.tion_ · 
of: tb·e scene in the cou'rt from the moment -of his entrance 
. . . · ... ··-~:- - • 
.,!' 
.. . --· . 
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·(42), Lorde3 (49), each referring-to all the members of 
( ' 
" . 
the same group., shows the' spirit o.f b:rothe hood of. the ,· 
· knights of tl1e Round · Table and £'he noble qualities which 
. I : . 
. . ~- . . . 
.. ·~hey all · share. Despite the ·celebration in progress,, the 
- ·) 
' . 
empha:iis of the description., which occupies only fourteen------·-·-·· 
' 
' lines (116-129), is not placed on the mate~ial aspects of. 
the moment., but on the goodn·ess, innocence., and joy of: 
their li ve·s. ttwith alle pe wele · of the worlde pay waned 
.,,,,. .. , 
per samen" (50) means that they lived not i,ri th all the 
1 
.: . goods of t.he world, but with al·l the joy, or all that is 
-~{ . . 
good. 
At the same time., however., the poet undercuts this 
.. -.-:-~ 
attitude somewhat in the rest of the scene. He does this 
occasionally through bis choice of words, ·.as in line 59, 
where be describes Arthur's knights as "So hardy a here 
' 
' ,-/ 
on hille."· The proper place fo3, ·knights to demonstrate 
! ',~. 
I 
their hardihood is not "on hilJ.e, n that is, in the 
castle, but. -in the field. The same technique is used-· 
-· again wb·en Arthur is describe.a as sitting rt stif in ·stalle" 
(104). · The word stif, tvhen combined with ttin stalle '' in r , 
·his place, connotes ·woodenness rather than bravery. Fur-
\ ' ' 
'II> . 
. th·er,. the poet emphasize.s the t'estlessness of the youth.ful 
' . 
--._ .. ·. 
- ,-· --------,---- ·. sp.i.rit of- ·the couFt, and partiqu~l'arly; o.f .·,1in tbu.r,. and it 
is this quality, not cowardice, which makes t·be Green 
·- .".:-··:.-,=.·:-• .. ,· 
Knight's -first discomfiture of the c·ourt possible. \fuen 
tbe Green Knight. enters, Arthur· is not sitting _at his 
; ' 
... . . . 
! . 
.. . . 
- . ~ -~ -
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·Gawain's •. Further, the quotation is part of a speech by 
· the members of· the court which· _is sj_mply reported as fact 
by· the narrator. The speech shows the· court's opinj~on of 
'Arthur at that p_articular moment, but it need not and, in 
:fact, does not rep-resent t.he narrator' S' attitude toward 
Arthur., 1r1bich is more complex and objective than the 
court's. $o(}bnyder 1 s argument about mortal combat ignores, 
the fact that the poe~ is ·set solidly in the past previous 
to 1179 and would have the poet ignore a great fart of the 
subject matter of Arthurian legend. 
These critics try to emphasize Gawain's virtue at 
' -
the expense of Arthur and the court. Certainly( Gawain 
is th·e best of. knights, but it is unnecessary to degrade. 
· Arthur and his court to prove this. Marie Borrof'f, in 
beta stylistic analy.sis of the first part of the poem, 
proves that the character of Arthur and thi court is 
almost the antithesis of what the critics mentioned take 
it to be. She shows that the initial descripti9n of the 
court (37-59) is conventionally ideali~ed and that, al-
'\ 
' though the style of the passage as rar as ·diction and 
metric~ are concerned is quite traditional., its e.ffect 
is one of elevation and dignity. This results from the 
--- · "-" - - .faCt that most of the content of the paSS~ge is su~jec-
\. ' 
·,--._ 
. .... .: 
. .. ···: ...... . 
. , .· ., .. .. -
. . ··~· .. 
·- ·, ' ., • 1 ' • ~. ·., '' 
~ 
tive idealization, exp_ressed wit~ _intensity and· convic- · 
~.---- -
tion, rather than factyal statement. The use of such 
terms as lede3 (38), breper (39), tulkes _(41), kni3tes 
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as ."sumquat childgered" · (86) and the mellt-ion of 11 bis brayn 
wylden (89), see him as a foolish and even corrupt figure, 
and bec·ause nei tber he nor the court respond instan~ly to 
~ . 
· 'the Green Knight's challenge, they consider th.e 1r1bole 
" . I . •.: . 
, I • 
( 
court, v1itb the exception of Gawain., to be cowards. Denver 
.,r,_. 
.. __ ..,..., .... 
Baughan and ,-·Mother---Angela Carson. accuse Arthur or moral 
looseness because or the tradition of Guineve~e's infidel-
ity to Arthur., despite tbe poet's statement .that the entire 
. n ".(54).62 t court was in· her first age· Hans Scbnyder. no 
only agrees with Baughan and Carson, but furth·er indicts 
- ·---·------·-· -· ----. 
'· him for pride and for sending Gawain into mortal combat,· 
C 
since the church bad outlawed such combat in 1179. He 
., 
then argues that, because according to the theory of 
' 
medieval kingship a bad king has an adverse effect upon 
hi .. s sub·jects and the ~ub jects in turn rec'iprooate thi·s 
., 
pernicious influence to the king, the court is also cor-
. ···, ·•. 
' ' 
tf' ' I 
l., . 
,c,:..::.·;_ -
/" • "''-'.-'..-•. "•' ·r, 
'-.· - . 
rupt. 63 Schnyder 1 s contention that Arthur is a bad king 
rests entirely upon his beli~f that Arthur ~s excessively 
/proud, which he supports by citing lines 679-682: 
• 
nA lowande leder of lede 3 i·n londe bym wel seme3., 
And so had l?etter haf ben pen bri tned to no 3 t,, · 
Haaet ivyth an. aluisch mon, for angarde 3. pryde~ 
\ 
'tv1bo knew euer any kyng· such counse·1 to talce 
As kny3te3 in cauelacioun3 on Cry~t:rriasse gom.ne31n 
· These lines, however., do not make it clear that it is 
Arthur's pride that is referred to; it may well be 
. ·. 
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agreeable. And through the pleasing ambivalence of 
' 
Bercilak' s character be bas made the supernatural· ele-- · · 
· 61 ment in the poem serve Christian ends··. 
Bercilak' s character may be. said --to depend more 
heavily upori the structure in a mechanical sense than · . f 
Gawain's. That is., the development of his character is 
not so much a naturally portrayed human response to the 
' " 
structure as it is a requirement for the· success of the* 
story. His characteriza.tlon is more a part of ·tb'S · struc-
ture than a reaction to any _part of it. The poet uses 
- -
. bim to "create situations rather than to give them mean-
ing through bis response to them. 
A similar relationship between structure and char-
acter is immediately apparent in the poet• s handling of 
the cl1aracterization of: Arthur and h·is court, tibi~b 
serves as a frame for Gawain 1 s e·ntire adventure. -The 
festive mood at beginning ·and end forms a·contrast to 
the even·ts which .occur witbi·n the frame. ·In both in-
,p 
st·ances the purpose of the court i~ to create a back-
: ground against which Gawain can act and to reflect mean-· 
ingfully upon his·~actions through their opinions of him 
and through the implicit comparison of b~s acti~ns with 
tbeirs. 
. q 
/J, The respectful opinion tba t they hold of Gawain 
is quite clear, but their own character~, the basis of 
any comparison with Gawain, are less so. 
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846) •· Although he is not insolent, the host's manner ,is. 
~ 
. 
-like tbe Green Knight's, rough and hearty. We are told 
that he is tffre of· bys specheu ( 84,7) $ Perha,ps another 
.. 
·.• ~--- clue ';;would have been given to-~~~ medieval audience 1-?Y the 
. <. 0:/ host's ferocious zeal for hunting. Randall points out · ;// · ... · ..·. 
that.·green is traditiollally a hunter•s coior, 59 and Roger ///_-,/-/-.-<--. -,-----~-:-};] 
I 
· Sherman Loomis has shown that it · :ts a tradition v1ell · 
embedded in Welsh and Arthurian legend that the figll_re 
who invites the hero to stay in his castle in the ana-
logue-a to Sir Gawain is a hunter and is. frequently· in-. 
volved in some way in a ri tua.l combat., the two parts of 
which are separated by a year.60, At any rate, the at-
tributes which the host and the Green Knight share and 
.,.,·"/.,,,.., 
which make the identification possible are, for the most 
- ·: part., human ones. 
In his third appearance., Bercilak is once .. ~_gain :the · 
formidable challenger, but since· we have seen both sides 
of hi~ c·haracter, the change, although surprising, is 
believable when it occurs. We, like Gawain, are eager at· 
this point for an expla~ation and are willing to accept 
·tl:le one Bercilak gives. In shor~t, the poet has been able 
to give Bercilak two different characters in ,keeping with 
the structure off the poem, and through suspense and magic, 
- but mainly throug_!y,careful characterization, he has ma·ae . 
the final revelation that the Green Knight ana· the host 
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--. pe·-··ro-ik pare_ hit demed" (240). And· the idea is carrie·d 
out later by Gawain~, s assessment of the Green Chapel. The 
I 
~-- ~~ Green Knight is alsCr insolento · .. He inmlediately addresses 
Arthur with the familiar £ou · (258), 57 and when none of' the 
J • knights rises to accept the challenge, he mocks them for· 
_ their fear ( 309-315). But if the Gawain-poe·t is careful 




· takes c·are, as l1arie Borroff_ shows, not to make ·him in- · 
humanly repellent.. The long descri·ption emphasi-zes his 
·. comeliness of' form, and the poet tells us that although 
........ ., he is huge, be is only· 0 Half etayn.," and stresses that he , 
is:::, simply "mon most" (140-141). The Green.Knight's hu-
manity here makes his dual characterization, which is 
important to the unification of the challenge and tempta-
tion episode~ predible. 58 
During Gawain's stay at Bercilak1 s castle, we are not 
- ·~' - _:, 
·_ tol.d that the host and the Green Knig-ht are the same charac- __ -·'·" 
tar, but tbe_poet is careful to furnish clues that this may 
be 1 $0. TJ!hen Gawain first meets his host., we discover that f 
be is a ''h-oge hapel!' (844), and like the Green Knight (182) 
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- •• _._ .. ~.,,,~~ ...... ~~-~--1! ·IIJ:·, __ ·-.·~-:~---~-'" -~---· -~- -."' the fJrnphe.JJis on·· the bright·ness of bis appearance; the word 
., ... ., ..... ;-
. ll 




.. . I 
. "bry3t" is used there at least eight ___ times. The host's 
beard is 1'bry3tu ( 84.5), and he has a "Fella face· as pe 
fyren (847). B,oth men are described as. "sturne" (143, 
·-·_I. 
. . C 
. ,. ·. l _._,,.. '. . . - . 
. ·-._ ..... ,- ;· -
"l. 
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•·-
.. rest o:r .his character, wbicb · is an impo~tant unifying· 
: 1-. _, 
";"l -
element 1·n the poem. 
Bercilak has essentially two c
1
baracters, and his 
alternation from the Green Knight.s, to the host,. to _the 
··-·---··' ' . . 
' ... ""f, . 
l 
Gre_en Knight echoes the triple rhythm fotirid 11:1 many ·parts 
,: J 
oi' the structur-eo53 In the first scene at AI'-th'Ur• s court~· · 
Bercilak is a genuine_ly menacing cbarac~er. Marie Borror:r 
demonstrates that from the moment of his entrance, he is 
. I 
· made to do1nina te the scene through the long and detailed .. 
. description of his actiG>ns and appearance._ The line 
which tells o.f'" his entrance, '~er hales in a,t pe halle 
dor an aglich mayster" -(136), siuggests through its die-
. 
. 
tion a powerfully moving {hales), fearsome· ( aghlich), and 
dominating (mayster) force. The de·scription goes on to 
. .J. •.•• 
emphasize his huge stature, his gr~/enness., and bis splen-
did appearance (136-220).5~ That the poet intends to 
make him a .fearsome creatu;re is evident: 
He laked ~s·layt so ly3t, 
So sayd al pat hymisy3e; 
Hit semed as no mon my3t 11,_ 





J. R. Hulbert and Dale B. J. "Ranaall show that the Green· ·. 
"' 
Knight's color gives him otherw0rldly55 and poSsibly even 
demoniac ;ssociations.56 The court's initial i'ear of the 
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. freke~~a~ euer on rote 3ede" (2363). After Gawain bas 
I proved himself both'. human and good by a:J.most 1vithstand1-ng·-
,the temptat;ions., we cannot help'· but applaud him. It 
· would be unlike Ga\in, however, whose h~piilitj is ap~ 
parent from the beginning, to explain his goodness. Thus 
the Green Knight opligingly ceases his me.nace and reassumes 
the character, al though not the form, of the genial Ber-
cilak de Hautdesert in order to praise :Gawain. The sudden 
change is artistically necessary and artistically moti-
vated. Since Gawain is obviously a better man than be 
claims to be, the author must put a sound opi!il:~n of him 
in someone's mouth. 51 But however sudden the change, it 
-1:.: 
- --..... , 
"' is not unduly, surprising, and·- not in the least disturbing, 
because the author has taken some care to prepare us ror 
it.- As Kittre~ge has shown, the challenger.in the ana-
logues.,--- who corresponds to the Green Knight in this-i poem., 
is tr.aditionally an enchanted· person., and bis change to a 
more human character· at the end is the result of a despel~ 
ling brought about -through a -second beheading. Bercilak1 s 
final change o~ character is probably a vestige of this 
_ form of the beheading story. The poet, or one of: his 
I 
predece·ssors~ has eiiminated the second beheading and 
·;--, 
.tath- -- • t f i... - • B - i 1 k' f - H - w.u 1 any re.ason or a C1.Jange in erc __ a._ ... s ormo e 
bas, however, kept the change,in manner,52 ·and by pre-
e> 
_ paring the reader for it an.d by working it into the " ~ 
structure of the poem, has n1ade it aa credible as. tbeo 
: ... 1. 
. '~: - : 
.... ·. ,_" .· · .. ,., __ ·-··· 
- '- - /· 
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incongruous, the poet has. a good reason to do so.I It 
would have been impossible to introduc~ eco11omically · 
, · · 
_another. character, a hermit., to hear Gawain's confession 
.. 
. at tl1e climax of the narrative • Instead, the poet hit 
. : upon the. much better idea- of having Gawain confess to tbe 
·. . --
·. person against whom he actually· transgressed, Bercilak. 
,i ., t .. The chapel turns outs of cour·s·e, not to be a chapel at .. · .. . 11 . 
, .. 'C°' . 
L ... 
all, but a mound whose aspect is so sinister that· "Here ~-. . 
my3te aboute _mydny3t/4t>e dele his matynnes :telle!" (2187-:: 
2188) It is, in_ fact, an inversi··on of the orthodox idea 
of a- Christi~an chapel which makes the Green Chapel ex-
press both the demonic and tba Christ·ian elements in the 
·Green Knight's character.5°· · 
After bis self-accusation, Gawain goes on to attri-
I bute bis fall to the wiles· of woman ~nd 1compares. himself -. 
-· 
.- . · to Adam., Solomon·, Samson.,· and David (2414-2428).. His /.· :!• 
• • > 
--
. r=- ~ , . 
,, --:_,-: _,:c" • 
ratio·nalization is not without humor or truth, but it 
does not mean that Gawain excuses· himself from guilt. He 
·sti-11 intends to wear the green girdle "in sygne of my_· 
surfetn (2433)._ At t.bis point, alth.ough we agree with-
I 
· · Gawain th.at he has shown his imperfection, and· althou·gh · 
- ·'. ~ 
" 
.-
' . , -
~ . 
. we sympathize with him fully,_v:e d0o·not accept his·a,s·-~·:·:.·.-:·.:_.>'·· 
. . . . , , r· . .. . . . . .. ;,- ... _ ...·.\-,.~ 
·,,J!,. 
sessment of the seriousness of his fla1r,. We do not 
emphasize the .fact that" b-e is nraivty and falce" ( 2382)., 
----~" .but ·DOlv, strangely enough., we .. agree· with Bercilak, our 
hero's chief tormentor, that Gawain is "On pe faultlest 
. ·· _ _..-· .. ·· -. 
. < 
.i > .: 
' .. -..-
. . .J 
.,. 
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·t·o priests, 'and tthe last, which is certainly valid, is·_ 
1 
made to Bercilak. 47 
~ . 
I.t is in this part of tbe···~i,oem .that Bercilak becomes 
'·· q 
a rather surprising character. Desnite the ract that he ... . 
-1(,,.,, 
· has· not. up t-o this point bee~_ given anything resembling· 
-·-·---·-- -- . --------
" 
.. •:, 
priestly cbarac.te:t!istics, he hears what amounts to a. full 
and valid confession from Gal-rain and then grants him 
absolution. Further, the poem c;loes not state explicitly 
. l why the Green Knight appoints a chapel as the meeting 
-
= . l L 
- "··- .. ·L 
34 
. ' 
,_ - • ,_ •- •••••-• .. P·•• •' ·;I 
place for the final part of the beheading game. - Smithers -
. . _!-, . 
. bas _convincingly demonstrated that the poet bas combined 
Bercilak1 s role as· the challenger of the beheading game 
at the end of the poem witb tbat' or a hermit. One of tbe 
important functions of the bermi ts in the stories of' the 
_;,.._ 




· knights. A person associated with a chapel would normally 
be exp.acted to be a ·hermit, and this explains why Bercilak 
bas been given the name "de Hautdesert11 (2445), which [_ 
means "of' the high hermitage. "48 . The foregoing also 
·. indicates that it was the confession rather than the be-
-~. 
heading game that the poet hag in mind when early in the 
poem (451) be bad the Green Knight ma.te ·the Green Chapel. 
their .final meeting place. 49 Yet 1 t, is obvious that the 
1 Green Knight., considering.his other characteristics., cannot 
.r .~ 
I 

























possibly be a genuine hermit. Although tbe attribution, of 
eremitical ch,aracteristics :bo Bercilak may at .first seem .. ~ .~ . . ' ' 
·..: . 
L •. 
... -- ·. . ·. 
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•·· .-1635-1647), the third -time, Gawain brings the matter up 
(1934-1935) and ratber1e-CUrtly cuts off f'urtbez, comment 
about_ it: "'-Ino3, ,· quop Sir Gawayn,/: 'I ponk yow, bi 
pe rode' 11 ( 1948-1949). 4,? "' 
·---l, 
'7 ' .• ' ' . 
· Several critics cast doubt on the validity of Gawain's 
·confessiono46 The author does not tell exactly what 
-Gawain confesses, but we are, I suppose, enti""cled to ,c.-, 
-, wonder., since whether or not Gawain's confession. makes 
him ''clene" in .God 1 s sight·., it obviously does not make 
' 
.him so in Bercilak1 s. As John Burrow shows., Gawain's 
guilt culminates -in another and parallel confession,·- the 
. . 
- third of the poem, after the three strokes of tbe ax (2378-
2388). 1 • • Here Gawain confesses what was really malting him 
f~el guilty to the person be had actually offended. That 
this is actually a confession is shown by Bercilak1 s 
~peech :,, 
1'ou art confessed· so clene, beknowen of ·py ~ysses, 
33 
And hat3 pe penaunce ape.rt of pe poynt of myn egge, ~ 
.-
I balde ~e polysed of ~~t ply3t and pured as clene ' 





,,:- _,_ ~ 
j (2391-2394). 
Th~ simil,a~ity of lines 188.3 and 2393 strengthens"' the 
C ·. _parallelism. BeJ:cilak' s treat~ng tbis as a formal con-
fession is ano
1
ther instance ·of variation within an estab-
I , s lished pattern. Gawain's first two confessions are made ,. 
I 
• " I 
. . ..... '· . --~ 
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_ as lapses f'rom Christian virtue. But at the same time, ·· 
the virtues from v1hicb these .faults are deviations» brav-
. 
. 
ery and. loyalty., are also secular virtues.- If the Gawain-
I • poe.t · is c·oncerned with anything rese·mbling chevalerie 
· celest1-e{l, it~ is probably sat·e to say that bis interest . ,. 
·-
._.is no"'c exclusive. --The 1r1eakest part of Smithers' argument., 




poem. 43 · ' explicit in the 
After Ga~ain us .failure to wi tbstand. completely· the 
tb~rd temptation, an interesting variation occurs on the 
pattern establi'Shed in the first two scenes. After all 
' . 
I three temptations., Gawain arises and makes religious 
. ., 
observance. In the first two scenes he withstands all 
;temptation and a!'terward goes to mass. After the third ,,1. • ' 1· 




. - . -·: ~ .. . 
. : I 
•.. \ ...... , he goes to, confession. Perhaps no signifi.canoe or- great 
irony need be attached to this, since tbe next day is 
f 
. that appointed for the meeting at the Green Chapel., and 
-Ga1r1ain would naturally want to be shriven be.forehand. 
Yet there are further indications that Gawain may have 
_ a guilty conscience. His conduct toward Bercilak while . . \\ 
at ~he castle is always genial and hearty. Dorothy ,J 
Everett calls it a.ffected, 44 but it is never more affec• c;;, 
... 
·t~g than aft~r the third' tempta·tion-. \\'hereas in the 
:: pattern of the exchange of the day's winnings establis.hed 
' in tr1e first two scene·s Bercilak mentions the matter 
· · ._ first and makes amb~guous comments afterward { 1379-_~\J9!-f., 
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.. same poet may well have written. the poem Purity.. Just as 
.. 
,, 
' there is no con.flict here between Christianity and cour-
tesy., there is n:o incorisis ten,cy in Gawain '·s character 
0 before and during· the temptations. Near the end of fitt I 
.. 
. two, v1bere Gawain is indeed extremely attentive t9 . 
• Bercilak' s lady., the poet describes tbe·ir conversation, 
using the same terms just mentioned, as '1 clene cortays 
carp closed fro .fylpe.,/ '},at hor play wat3 pa.s·sande vcbe . 
h 
. 
,_,- prynce gomen;/ in vayrestt (1013-1014). Thus, it is quite- ·) 
credible that Gawain should show himself eager to talk 
· to ~n attractive lady a-nd stil~ resist her attempts to " I' 
. 
seduce. him, for never during the temptations does he show 
any great reluctance to talk.· The Ga1,1ain=poet' s attitude 
.. toward courteay is thoroughly Christian. The explanation 
.. 
of the symbolism of the penta.ngle, which includes the 
.. io{ . 
f--ive wound~ ~of Christ and the five j 1oys of the Vir-_gin, 
makes clear e.nougb that Gawain is adbering·to a Christian 
code frora the beginning, and that_ the function -of the 
temptation scenes is to test Gawain• s· ability to adhere 
to bis code of conduct rather than to question the code 
itself, with wbidn- the poet obviously agrees. The humor-
ous invez,sion of. courtly-love procedures in the tempta-
tions. shows that the paet does not take the Gallic con-
ception of. courtoisie at ·all seriously. Gawain's virtue,s-
are certainly Christian virtues-, and bis .flaws, fear for 
bis life and a slight lack of loyalty, can be represented 
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- his characterization shortly after his arrival at Bercilalr' s 
castle, when he gives a great deal or attention to Ber-
cilak' s 1r1ife., and his characterization during the te1n.pta-
tions, when pe rejects her advances. Finally, because · 
Bercilak1 s name arid his r_ole _as confessor at the end of: 
Sir Gawain resemble closely a-similar.episode in.La Queste 
del ·saint Graal, Smitbe~s concludes that the Gawain~poet, 
like the poet of: the Queste, is opposing the values of 
eartbly&knightbood to those of chevalerie celestiel in 
· order to show the superiority o:f the latter.42 
Smithers' argument is interesting, but not convincing. 
The Gat?ain-poet -apparently does not _.feel that the disp~rity 
between Ch~istian virtue and courtesy is pas great.as 
Smithers does. One of the five virtues which correspond 
to the firth point in the symbolic explanation of Gawain's· 
penta·ngle is courtesy: 
'f~--
f)e fyft fyue pat I finde pat pe ~rek vsed 
Wat3 fraunchyse and fela.3scbyp forb,e -al pyng., 
His clannes and cortaysye croked were neuer, 
C3 
./ . 
-And pite! pat passe·3 alle poynte3, pyse pure i1U~!: 
•• 
' ' J Were harder b·apped on pat hapel pen on any oper. ·, · 
(651-655) 
,. !bat be mentions· courtesy in the same line ,vi tb nclannes'' 
. I 
... • 6 •• _ •• 
' 
. 
and then refers to -the whole group as "pyse pure fyue". 
"--
s bows clearly tba t be eon·side·rs it a virtue, an idea 
which gains weight when o_n~--- takes into account that the_ 
. ·«· : .. 
.. ,,,,,, . 
' ··--· ._-.; ."i:,,. 1l 
' . ~- ... ,'.,-
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- . ·-·lacks . loyalty, he lacks 1 as Bercilak says, only u a I lyttel, ir 
and if be seerns not so brave as he ought., we should also 
remember,that he does keep his promise to receive the re-
l',.. 
turn blow, despite bis lack of confidence· in the girdle 1 s· 
power to save his life. 
Smi tbers sees further implications tor tbe meaning of\ 
.. the poem i.n Gawainv s · flav,. He contends that there is in 





and the Chr_istian values of knighthood. He argues as fol-
·lows. First of all, the poet is obviously interested in· 
tbe spiritual side or the action. Chastity is a Christian •• .... ,:,,... < 
• II. 
virtue, and loyalty to one's pledge., the foc.~1 point of 
the poem, should probably be considered as one also, since 
the -poet uses the 1r1ords tttrawpe" (626), nfaythfulu (631), 
and 11 trwe''1 (638) in describing the pentangle and thus con-
-nects fidelity with Gawain's devotion to Christ and to the 
Blessed Virgin. Further, , if Gawain i.s chaste, he cannot 
possibly be courteous. "If courtoisie meant what :tt · said, 
. and,,i-vras not a hollow fic __ tion devi·sed for the purpd·se of a 
~ polit~ literature, a knight who was a paragon of courtoisie, · 
as Gaiiain is declared to be (~.g. 1297-1301), migh.,c have 
.been exp~'vcted·to conform to one of its m€lin requirements,.· . 
. ,. ·.- ..... 
' 
· which was that love was necessarily adulterous or extra-




chaste and courteous, introduces an inc·onsistency between 1. · 
.· , ' I. . 
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. . Smi theJ,?s, however, has proposed an expla·na-tion whic};l does· 
. more to clarify the tex-t. He suggests "that coi-1ardice · led 
JP Gawain into a breach of lewte, and that couetx@! is the 
antitheses of' larges, 'libera1.ity, a generousdisposition-.r' · 
The la:tt;er t'ITas a vi t--a-1 --quality in a knight., since it orig-
. ina·ll-y----distingu·ished him from- the vilain or v churl v ; and. 
. . 
vylan~ is s,.aidin 1. 2375 to be (along with !Yse) ·the· 
.. •, ··--'-'1 
. ')9 implication of couetyse and coi·1ardd:yseo "-:' 
But, the only fault., of: all those of which Gawain ac-
~ ·-
cuses himsel~, ~hat the Green Knight recognizes as such is 
lack of' loyalty.4° 11Bot here yow la~ed a lyttel, Sir, 
·. and lewte yow wonted'' (236-6). I-Ie does recognize Gat1ain' s 
.. '1 
fear for bis life, but more as a reason or an excuse than 
as a :fault: 11Bot ror 3e lufed your ly.f; pe lasse I yow 
blame't (2368). Just as Gawain's emphasis in describing 
his laps~ falls on cowardice_ (2374, 2379), so Bercilak 
... ~.4--
.. _ - -- . . . ,, 
· ·stresses loyalty in keeping with the terms of tbe behead-. 
.ing-game and the temptation. ·since it is Bercila.lr who 
origina.tes the-··se terms·, it is bound· to be his opinion of 
<:-, 
· ·Gawain's fulfillment of them th'at counts, and be makes it 
;-quite clear that Ga~rain is a success: "and sotbly me-- .. 
. . -~-
. . 
_pynkkev3/ On pe faul tle-s t freke -pat ~1J_(3;t', __ on tote 3ed.e;/, ... -'.,',,;.,c;;~ .... :."'··- : .... ~ . 
. · 
.. '.,. .~,:·.:;, _.,-,·~ ,·.\ __ -' , . :I,. r_~,::: .. :;S"\..:.'·;·-·,"',.".'\:,l ,. ··"-',>?. . 
As perle bi pe quite pese is of prys more,/, So is Gawayn,, 
in god :fayth, .bi oper gay kny3te31' (2362-2365). As they 
' . . ' 
· part., Bercilak ·com_mends GaV!1ain for his 11 grete traupe" 
: ' (2470). Gawain's success is, o:f co~rse, a slightly 
I• 
' ' 
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· (2338-2357), made the outcome of the beheading game· depend 
upon the result of the temptation and th~s inc::veased · tbe . · . '~ · 
' .; . 
upi ty be l1a.d already giv~n-~by malcing the temptation a test 
of loyalty. 
Immediately after the Green Knight's explanation of 
----. 
the tib,ree strokes o.f the. ax·, Gav1ain )accuses himself of a 
number of faults: 
-· .Corsed i--rorth cowarddyse and. couetyse bope~ 1 
_.·: .. In yow is vylany and vyse pat vertue disstryej-. • • 
-~. 
For care of'r>PY knokke cowardyse me ta3.t 
. To ·accorde me ~1ith couetyse, -my kynde. to forsake 
. . 
'J'at is larges and lewte pat longe3 to kny3te3. 
Now I am fawty and .falce, and .ferde baf ben euer 
6f- trecberye and vntrawpe: bope bityde.sor3e 
and carel . 
· (2374_-2375., 2379-2384) 





· · .. self-preservation for Gawai~ .s accepting the girdle (2036-
.. _ '. 
2042)., it seems strange ~that Gawain should here twice· ac-




·that 11 couetysen should be read in the theological sense as · 
.· ' 
tbe equivalent o~ ct1pid.itas, the desire .for any worldly 
·. --.• 
.· 




. ..:.· .. ,\·:'!.~~ ... " .-
.. \ 
.· over bis loVe of God. 38 . If interpreted in tbis way, 
eouetyse could be understood to mean Gawain's care for 
bis life., wbicb caused him to deflec~ from his honesty •. · 
-
l '. ·# 
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. 4 r' lasae bi pat lace p~t lemed ful bry3t.n If· the. 1-ine ·is 
- . ··,,.' 
. trans1a ·ted as I'1e.lar1'rey and Toelken quite plausibly suggest 
_ _: ttrt 2the ai/ ~~sas 110 ·sraaller. by reason of tbat 1 lace ( the 
. ·, . girdle., 1,11hich Gawain is wearing over his surcoat) which 
gleamed so b.rigbtly" -- it shows that even the girdle 
which Gawain accepted to save his life bas not given him 
· complete confidence. 35 His shrinking from the first stroke 
of the ax is, or course; another indication that be is 
··afraid. That Gawain's fear for his life humanizes his 
/ 
. ·-character; zation hardly needs saying1 and althotl'gh.Jr we 
,, .·. might not. really expect it of him; we 8.re hardly shockea.36 
The implications of Gawain's fear :ror his life, how-
.. 
,,. ever, do not stop there, for, as Kittredge, Day, and· 
Smithe rs all point out., tbe hos t 1 s bargain, or exchange of 
·winnings, is the chief fueans of unifying the challenge and 
·-~ the tsmptation because it makes the temptation., like the · 
. ·-~~·-r_· ·····: 1 ohalJ:enge, a 1 te.st of Gawain's loyalty to his pledged 
word. 37 Thus, most of' the testing in the poem bears upon 
.,.. .. 
·. ~be ·theme of fidelity. In the beheading game Gawain mus·t 
-keep his oath to visit the Green Chapel to receive the 
···return blow from the Green Knight, which., as .far as Gawain 
'knows, will mean his death. In the temptation Gawain is 
·~ ' 
pledged to exchange what be obtains at the castle with 
Bercilak for wbate~er animal is killed in the bunt. ·Th~ 
poet9 by having· the three strokes of the ax and Bercilak' s -·· 
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Howard points out a- structural parallel not yet noted 
··. that rei¢'orces this idea. . In lines 536-669: there i.s a 
' 




tion of th·e shield., .. In lines 2011=2041 there is another 
i 
. 
and briefer description of. Gawain's arming., this time for 
his ~econd journey. · The , same . general order is followed 
both times·, the description of the clothes and the armor . 
I 
• (2015-2029), t·he mention of Gringolet (2047), and the giving 
of' th.e shield (2061) •. This time it is the. green girdle that 
receives most attention (2033c:a2039). In lines 2040-2042, 
. -tbe poet ~ays that the function of the girdle is to protect 
Gawain from blows. This is., of course, also the function 
of' · Gawain I s shield. 33 The shield is the symbol cf Ga.wain• s 
character, his perfecti.on., and when Gawain confesses to the 
J,i .. J 
,:' i Green Knight, he.throws the girdle away and laments f'ore-
saking mainly through co1"1ar•dice his "kynde" {2380), his 
. 0 , .. 34 . 
"11atural cb~racter. n This view of the hero• s failing is . 
strengthened by.the fact that on the second journey to the, 
Green Chapel the temptation the guide offers is to flee 
-
-
and save bis life (2091-2125). Furt·ber, Gawain is fearf~l: 
.. 
when he. ar~ives at the Green. Chapel. He describes the / 
' 
. _ ,~~ .... _ sin·is ter aspect of ·the chapel to himself ( 21~5-2196), and 
/ 
p.. ,~fte;r. _he~rin·g the sound of an ax b~ing S'barpene.d, he re-
:; ,, 
I,.'=.;"" _=i._ 
. , .. -.;... - · .... 
.,_ 
,. 
solves not to be afraid. The depiction of his state of 
mind culminates with the description of the ax ·the Green· 
Knight carries when he arrives in line 2226, 11Hit wat3 no.· 
'ti . . ~' . - '-
. . :·:}:.· ... 
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.. poem make. it clear enough that be has failed in something. 
Another analysis of Gawain's fault and of tbe struc-
.~ tural unity 6f the temptati0n scenes with the rest_ of the 
ia. 
. -
~ poem has been advanced by Donald R. Hoi,rard, who shotll]S that 
b·otb outright_ statement and parallel structure of' episodes 
· indipate thJat Gai .. rainY s initial misstep., and his major 
fault as fs:r as he· is concerned., is wanting to save bis 
-life. The poet reveals Gawai·n' s reason for accepting the 
., 
girdle. :first by showing us his thoughts· as he takes it: 
'-:. l'Jen kest pe kny3t~- and h 1i t come to his hert, 
,, '.· '· -, Hit were a juel .for pe jopa~de pat hym tugged were, 
I 
·. When be acheued 'to pe chapel his cbek .r-or to feoh; 
-)' 
. ' 
My3t. he haf sl7Pped, to be vnslayn, pe sle3t were noble.· 
(1855-1858) \ 
Then· tbe poet tells us that it was not for the beauty or 
" 
·the value of the gold that Gawain wore the girdle, . "Bot to 
sauen hims,elf" (2040}. Finally., the Green Knight analyzes 
Gawain's conduct: "Bot here yow lakked a ly .. ttel, Sir, and 
lewte yow wonted;/ Bot pat wat3 for no wylyde werk8(, ne 
wowyng nauper 9 / Bot :for 3e lu.fed· your· lyf; pe lasse I yow 
blame" (2366-2368). · Note that Bercilak specirfically rules 
···--· 
·out unchastity (wowyng) · and deceit (wylyde werke) a.s· the 
reasons. for Gatri1aini s lack o.f loyalty. Tbe· Green Knight 
', punishes Gawain for- breaking his oath, but Gawain's first 
fault., which prompts him to conceal the girdle, is what. 1 
... be says it is, fear ror his lire (2379). I 
.- I 
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I . 
· · says. that Gawain i,s tested :ror, his fidelity to his ho·st1 
·and for his loyalty to the chivalric ideal of·~rutb.30 
In t;be analogu~s tvhich Kittredge translates neither the 
' / 
beheading game nor the temptatio·n is specifically a 
. ,. --· 
chastity test. ,-They·_are, 1~atber., usually a condition for 
the 1-G-is-enchantment of the one beheaded or part of the - , 
· theme of the Imperi-ous· Host., . in wbi,ch the visiting knight 
-·~~ 
·1s. forced to obey his host· in order to· preserve his _life, 
win the hand of the bost/s daughter, and so ori-. G. V. 





. , to the temptation., Hunbaut, Le Chevalier .! l'Ja?e~., and 
· Yder, and shows that there Gawain's courtliness does not 
imply chastity at all. It ·is only in 1tbe last ·or thesie 




does so in order to win a_priz us~~a~.~3~1~~ 
. Yet, as Smithers admits, chastity is one of Gawain's 
virtues, and if chastity is not irt question_ in the- story 
in 1-ts original form, the Gav1ain-poet- ·has made it rt to 
some extent a live issue.~132 For, . as I have shown pre- · 
. . 
.fo 
viously., the characterization of ·Gawain and of Berc.ilak' s. 
I,, I I . . . 
. 
. wife, and the· narra~ive comment in line 1768 create some 
~- ,, 
doubt in the audience·. whether or not b'e. will give in. 
I •· The temptations then may __ quite legitimately be seen as 
. chastity tests, ",and., ~although Gawain_ cannot be said to 
. ' 
1 
. have failed this test, to have b'een unchaste in any mean-
ingful sense of the word, the last several scenes of ·the 
-.- ..-,::, 
.·1,; 
> • ~ 
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, ___ .,, . 
=. 
· to- a spf'tening of bi's moral f'iber. For Greentbe poem is 
a h~orously serious v1arning ·ti:,a.·t failure and corruption 
.. . \ . ,,~, . 2 5 . 
lurk beneath the most attractive ideals. 
' 
0 l .. . Some· critics contend that the .. temptations teslt only 
Ga~rain' s cl1asti tye Denver Eo Baughan and r~1ot;l1er Angela 
Carson argue that both the beheading game and ibe tempt-a-
tions are chastity tests because Bercilak1 s intent, imposed 
on hin1 by Morgan Le Fay, was to demonstrate that Artbur 1.s 
I 
court was unchaste and that .. f'or this rea-son Arthur failed 
·' 
to behead Bercilak, despite b!s nmayn dinte3" {336)., at 
' 
. 
Gawain, 'on the ·,o.ther hand, is 
\ 
able- 1to decapitate Bercilak and wi tbstand the temptations 
and hardships of the rest of the poem because he is 
26 
chaste.. · Baughan' s and Cars·on' s arguments, which dif'fer 
only in the motivation a-ttributed to Morgan,. have, .no 
textual authority at all. Other critics., however, argue-
in a completely oppo~ite direction. J. R. Hulbe~t, 
C...- ... ' 
~easoning r-rom the tests in tbe analogues., states flatly 
~, 
.,-
th at chastity is not.being tested at all, bu~ that loyal-
. 27 
_ty s •. Albert B. Friedman, arguing·f'roin a similar 
. . j -. . . 
, doubts that chastity is being tested at al1. 28 
o · .. I The editors of the two most prominent editions of the 
. ......-. .. , 
, · -- :---": .. 7-- - - · poem., Tolkier1 and G·ordon and ?4abel Day, agree. that the . 
tempta·tion is a test of both loyalty and ~hastity,. 
although they do not specify what Gawain's f'law is. 29 
L.--.··-.' 
~ -
Kittredge, although be does not say bow Gawain fails, 
·-. I 
.. ·. r 
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. · or what his failure means. Hans Scbnyder, on the basis of 
. 
1an exegetical interpretation., contends that each _ .. cemptation 
is a diffare11t kind of test. He says that tl1e f-irst, be-





greed and that the second,· because she praises his~ J:1ieputa-
tion, is a test _for vainglory. . The third temptation., be .. 
says, is a test :for avarice, tvhich Gawain fails because he 
, ha.s 'been so weakened by the pr·evious temptations that he 
accepts the green girdle 1,1i th- a '1lying_ ·rationalization11 . 
that it will save his lifec 23 Scbnyder• s interpretation 
ignores t.he fact that in all three tempt-ations t-h.e lady is 
" 
. quite obviously trying to seduc_e Gaw~i~. And as I shall 
a.how pres_ently, Gawain's reason .for accepting the green 
girdle is not exactly a rati·onalization •. 
Tw'o similar interpr~_tations of Ga1-1ain 1 s flaw have 
' 
· been advanced by Georg~ J. Englehardt and Richai~d H. Green. 
According to Englehardt, Gawain is an exemplary, supposedly 
perfect knight who, being tested :for courtesy, piety,' and 
,_ 
· valor, is found deficient in the last . two qualities be-
cause he puts his faith in a magic talisman, the green 
· girdle, to save bis life •.. As a result, Englebar_dt says, 
Gawain's goodness i~ more apparent than real. 24 ·· Green 
sees the poem as a test .of the whole fourteenth-century~ 
I 
chivalric -v1ay of life in the person of Gawain. He argues · 
If ' tba t Gat'l1air1 fails because be pu~s his rai tl1 in a :magic 
, girdle while· be talks of God. His seU-decep~io·n leads 
) 
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replies seem elaborate and labored, he gradually becomes so 
at ease that on the third day be even addresses the lady 
. · w1 th the :familiar secondG3person-singular form _( 1802), which 
. 22 
sh~ frequently uses throughout the scenes • 
. The poet · strikes a balance in these scenes between the 
. 
peril .. ,and the hwa.or of the situation. The sa111e sort of 
equilibrium is expressed ~n the narrative c·orament in lines 
· · 1768-1769, where the peet· emphasiz~s the danger in one line 
and diminishes · it in the next: 11 Gret perile bi twen hem 
stod,/ Nif Mar~ of hir kµy3t mynne. ''_ It also appears in 
' tbe fact that-although Bercilak makes it quite clear that 
. . I 
. Gawain is being tested for ·his fidelity to his word (1679), 
- ,~-
; the only motive explicitly ascribed to the lady for tempting 
' 
L ••••• Gawain is love (1734). The-purpose of this balance is to 
·. } ·., 
. ~· 
help make the relative importance o:f these scenes clear~-
·in effect, to keep the temptation rrom becoming the whole 
. I' .. 
poem. Although we must take these scen_es se·riously, · we mu~t 
not take -them too seriouslyo Tbe temptation is essential 
to ·the poem in tha~ it brings out Gawain's flaw, his most 
htunan side. 1But it does not show those. sides of his char-
-··- ·' ' 
acter which the poet emphasizes most at the end of tb_e '/ . .,...,,. 
· poem, his goodness and bis bravery •. 
. ' 
. I ' 
,. . . ~- ..... 
.., . .. 
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With Ga~1ain 1 s acceptance of the green girdle, we come 
"' . 
to· the crux of his characteJ?., for it is ·at·this· point, if 
... 
at any, that Gawain can be said to have :tailed. Although 
most would agree to this, few agree on exactly hol-1 he· .fails, 
.·-,;,___ 
. _II':, .. . : 
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I Felle ouer his rayre face, and f'etly bym. kyssed; 
_.-'f . I 
- - . "~e welcume3 hir worpily with a wale. cbere._ · 
1 
· ,- .. He se3 _hir so g~ori·ous and gayly atyr~d, 
,: - So -· ·failtlas of hir fetures and of· so fyne hewes., - · 
i 
.. ~. . Wi~t Wallande joye warne_d bis bert. 
--
With smope smylyng and smolt pay smeten _ into merpe., 
. . 
't,>at al wat3 blis and bonchef pat brek~ hem bitwene, 
• • 
" I 
. ' ., . 
and wynne. 
,' 'i- . 
'' (-1757-1765) 1',.' 
l 
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' -
acute in one way ~-i be ·· tempers the anxiety the audience feels 
· :for Gawain in ,anothare A.s J. F. Kiteley shows, he:t'l manner 
. ___ of temptation varies each day., and all of'· the temptations 
are either contrary 1 to.,_,:or are inversions of., oour.tly love • 
. ' On the :first day., she simply orfeJ?s him her body, an offer 
which is not· in keeping with .courtly tradition. The most · 
t ··• 
direct approach possible_. having failed., she assijmes on the 
, •.• ., "t><·, 
-second and third days the role of tbe aspiring lover, which 
is· usually assigned to the male. ·on the second .:-~y, she 
asks Gawain to teach her the art of true love -( 1516) , and 
on the third .she asks for a token· of his regard ( 179·9). . 
-. . 
"-. Her· aggressiveness pla.ces the brave Ga'tvain in the role of·,_, 
the reluctant female and makes the whole_proceeding rather 
21 
ridiculous. Further humor arises fFom the fact that· 
··Gawain, particularly on the first day, is noticeably un-
--
comfortable in bis situation. And. although at first·his -
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-·rn the third tempta,tion; Gawain breaks --his covenant with 
-.. -his host by accepting from the lady a ·green girdle and 
agreeing to conceal it from .. J.1_~-'! husband., and thus becomes -
,,t 
-false· and deceitful hims.elf. His fear :for his lii'e makes 
" 
_ him., 'like the fox., take a false tur.-n. For, just as -:.tbe fox 
_1 - • is caught by one ot: the bot1nds in jumping aside to avoid 
" 
...... , 
Bercilak1 s blow (1900-1905), Gawain is unknowingly caught 
in tryi:gg to avoid the expected consequences of blows which~ 
al-though he ·does not yet know it, will also be ae·a1t by 
Bercilak. Sav:~ge points out- that the fox• s movement of 
avoidance is ·paralleled not only by Gawain's acceptance of 
the girdle, but also- by his shrinking .from tbe first stroke 
!,.- ; 
. 
, - 20 
,, · of the ax {2267). , 




this part of the poem·. These scenes are all we see of 
Bercilak1 s wire, but the way in which_ sne is :characterized 
makes the temptation more credible and Gawain's si.tuation 
--
more precarious. The poet emphasize·s her attractiveness 
when she first ap·pears by describing her beauty and hex, 
d~ess, and by comparing her to Guinevere ~nd to the old,_ 
. , .. 
' 
. 1L 
-woman who accompani0s her ( 943-956). '1.. . The· poet continues· 
to stress the allure of the--lady' s ·beauty and its effect 
on Gawain., particul~rly in the-third-temptation, wben the 
likelihood that Gawain will -succumb, to her advances seems _ 
_ greatest: 
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To }>e ·pleasaunce of your prys -- hit were a pure ioye. 
(1244-1247) 
.,.,.·,, 
· The parallelism be'tween the· hunt · and tbe temptation ·- .__I 
· of the second day is similar. I The boar was also· considered 
a noble animal and was associated in heraldry with resolu~ 
1 tion., directness.,;;and boldness., since when pr~ssed it would-
' ,, 
.1 turn and face its attacker. For that reason it· was thought 
j• •• 
...... , 
· a dangerous adversary. The temptress is again uns1iecessful, · 
and Gawain's -replies to her advances, although still- quite 
--. ( . . ~ 
courteous., are somewhat more direct. He does not feign 
sleep, but "Sir i'\Tawen her ttelc omed worpy on fyrs t" ( 14 77) •. , 
When she goes so far as to suggest that Gawain is strong 
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ply., 111 3e, be God.,' quop Gaway~, 'good is your specbe_.,/ Bot ·· 
prete is unpryuande in pede. per I lende,/ And .vche girt.· . " 
I 
~ « ' 
"!'·' 
~ . 
pat is geuen not with goud wylle' n (1498-1500). 
-· I. . His direc;t-
-- ..... ·- _. __ ....... , .... 
,y· ness and a bit of uncourtliness show when be announces , . . . 
. 
·t..\:;:· 
· point blank that it would be folly· on bis part to under-· 
;,, 
take tc{ teach a!}ything of love to her ( 1540!.1545). 
. 
. On the third day, Bercilak runs down a fox, an animal 
not prominent--ip:--medieval heraldry bec~use it lvas generally 
considered little better than·a vermin. Its outstanding· 
·Characteristics were craft and duplicity, and the medieval 




it: "no-3t baf I geten/ Bot pis foule fox fella" (1943--1944}. 
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- .1 f between· the hunts and the temptations reinforces through 
the heraldic ·associations with the animals hunted the 
development of Gaivain vs character and emphasizes the mean-
.· 1, .. · ·. : ing of' his reactions to the lady• s attemp1:;s to seduce him-. 
-
On the first day, Bercilak chases and kills a deer, an 
16 
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Noted for its caution, speed, and its tendency to lie low 
i 
under cover, the bart was associ-ated in medieir~l heraldry 
with the qualities of' taqt., caution~ and discrimination. 
While .Bercilak is pursu-ing noble. game in· the field, his 
wif.e · is also pursuing noble game at tbe castle, al though 
she is unsuccessful. Her first speech makes it obvious 
·' ~ 
that she too bas a chase in.mind: 
1 God :m.orou:r1, :Sir Gatiayn., 1 sayd~ pat gay lady, 
·~~~·_/ I , • 
., 
1 3e ar a sleper unsl.y3e, pat mon man slyde -hider; 
Now- ar 3e tan astytt Bot true v-us may schape, 
··I 
• I 






The -q\lalities which Gawain discloses on this day a:re those· 
.>attributed to. the hart. When the lady first enters the 
room, Gawain lies low "and let ·as he· slepte" (1190). He 
· spends t-be rest of the interview lightheartedl.y parry1:µg 
the lady's invitation •. His refusal of her advances is· 
. extremely tactful.: · 
I am wy3e vnworpy, I wot wel myseluen. 
Bi God, I were glad,·· and yow god po3t, · · ,-.. , . :~ ,_,. 
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I 
_, are internal. The he:ro mus-t- fight of'f not a wild animal 
.. 
or the wea.the·r~ but his own natural impulseso -Men l1ave · 
' always: had a multitude of. reasons for _enduring bad weather.· 
and forJslaying dragons and giants. ·There ~re, I think, 
fewer plausible explanations for a bandsome young bache-
lor• s exterlding his courte:sy ·and tact to the utmost to 
keep an importunate and beautiful lady out of bis bed., and 
certainly still f'ewerfor ·nis walking almost unflinchingly . . . ' ,, 
1·-.-·,. ·, /1 • 
into a situation which be knows will bring about his 
death. Yet Gawain is not superhuman. He does flinch 
-somewha~, and that is what is most important about these 
. I 
se·enes. 
The_ three- temptations make up slightly more -than half 
,~the -entire poem, and in them we see perhaps tbe greatest 
influence of structure on Gawain's character. The atitbor"s I ,, .. !, 
juxtaposition of scenes adds in a very subtle way to our 
ynderstanding of the hero's character, which· in turn. " 
~, // 
gi~es to the incidents themselves greater meaning. The 
episode bas a triple structure. There are three hunts., 
, 
each __ of which is split into two parts and encloses a_ 
temptation., giving a s-tx~ucture which one critic bas com-. • -
&l 
· pared to a trip"tych .• 19 After each temptation, Gawain 
. "'1.-arises and makes religious observance. A1 t~~ end of 
~acb bunt, ther.e are courtly festivities, .and Gawain and· 
the host exchange the day' s winnings. 
... As H~nry', .L. Savage shows., the s true tural _ parallelism 
. :·1 
' . . 
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-tempts·him to flee to save his life ·and agrees to tell.no 
one.18 Gawain faces this test with the sa111e·l1ardil1ood and 
. resolution that enabled him to endure the first journey 
without· any real Jbope of returning alive: 
Bot I ~yl to pe chapel., :ror chaunce ·\,at may f'alle 6 
And talk wyth pat ilk tulk pe tale pat me lyste, 











·These two scenes, both o:f which emphasize the danger w . 




. - . .~ 
.\.both physieal and moral- peril., form an admirable frame · 1, 
., . 
for the temptation scen~s, tbe artistic and moral center 
. ··or the poem. · In the first part of the poem., Gawain is 
,· 
- ·---··--made human enough in his demonstration of the typ.ical · 
knightly virtues that we would expect of him. We see 
him there as a courteou.s, hardy, loyal, brave, humble-, 
L,_ in short., ideal medieval knight, and all of these quali-
ties are carefully and humanly shown. But in the tempta-
:·: tion scenes, and in· those that follow., Gawain emerfpes 
I as more fully human than in any other·· part of the poem. 
Most of the sam9i knightly,, ·Christian virtues that are 
. deli11eated before are 1 tested here, but they are test.ad. 
"in a 1,1ay that reaches more deeply into. the roots 9f human 
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' conduct than beroree Until this point, all of Gawain's 
conflicts are ex~ernal, ·but in tbebtemptation scenes th:ey~. .. - .. L . 
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scriptiori of the same tree~ as· rrschyr oke3" (172) 17 . 
I 
· Ga-v1ain 1 s, tendency to despa-ir about his own sllortcomings, 
wl1 1icl1 is to be promine:t1t at_ the end of the poem, · appears 
. . -
-
·here as he "Gryed for bis_mysdedeu (760), and the· change 
in his mood is carried out in tbe description of the bri·ght, · 
~ shining castle. 
Fitt four, whose·r;rst major actibn is the second 
·parallel journey· to the Green Chapel, also· operis ~1th ~ 
·description· of nature which again ·-emphasizes wint·er and 










Now ne3e3 pe Nv1_ 3ere, arid.pf:t;ny3t _passe.3.:·. 
r,e·· day dryue3 to pe derk, as dry3tyn bidde3; 
. .,. 
... -•·•·'--;; . 
" Bot wylde wedere3 of pe worlde wakned peroute, . - '-. . 
. 
-
Clowdes ke·ste:Q .. kenly pe · colde to pe erpe, 
, (1998-2001) 
Tbese· lines certainly recall the mood of the description at 
the beginning of fitt two., and Gawain's sleeplessne·ss {20_0:7) 
.. 
shows that he ag~in looks forward to danger. While the 
second journey has its obvious paral.lels with the first, 
it also has some differences. Since the Green Chapel is · 0 
closer this time., the journey is much. ~shorter., and -Gawain 





- ~ ~--~---~ -,. . 
-·beset by difficulties. On tbe first, ·the_ dangers are great . I ,, 
enoug'i1 1 :but still rather conven~ional, and any good· hero 
. 
_ .._ 
of a romande wou·ld overcome 1·tbem.~ · On the second,· bo:wever, . 
) . ··_···.-· 
' 
. ' . 
Gawain's peril· is not physical., but· moral,] for the guide. 
.' \ 1 . : . ; . 
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Now p_enk tvel, Sir G·av.ran, -
For 1i11ope pat pou ne wonde 
. ']!>is auenture for t;Q .f'rayn 
- " I 
.. ~ 






. . ' 
. . 
...• ·. < . / ·.· ·. · ... -~-
·Gawan wat3 glad to b·eginne pose gomne3 in balle, 
Bot ~a3 ~e ende be beuy, baf 3e no wonder. 
(49.5-496) 16 
'1 
This attitude toward the impending adventure is ·sustained 
by the mood -of the members of the court., ~1ho all fear !'or 
' 
Gawain's li.fe (551-560, 674-686)~ .. ) .,_ -·.:.. ' 
The journey which follows is the first of three 
parallel journeys, the intended destination of the first 
two of which is the Green Chapel. On the first journey., 
. '. 
which takes Gaw:ain t°'Bercilak' s castle, our expectatt·ons 
,-
of' danger are fulfilled. He meets and overcomes dragons, 
' ' 
_ wolves·, forest:trolls, bulls, bears, boars.,· and giants-,
1
• 
_ (720-723). _ The weather is frigid, and Ga1,i1ain is "nearly 
~slain with the ·sleet" (729). The despair that the jour-
ney creates in Gawain is revealed -in his sighing prayer 
' ,-:, for l6dgings for the night (753-762), and ·also., as Derek 
. !i 
___ _ ·, ~-~-·: ..... ·· Pearsall shows, by the poet• s choice of words in h~ 
-descriptions of Gawain's surroundings. As Gawain rid·es _ 
. . . ~ unhappily into the forest where be is to rind·Bercilak's -
castle., the trees are described as ''bore oke3n (743) •· . 
. . . 
" . 
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of the poem, Gawain, convinced that his death is ·near, ··is. 
·more direct,· almost ~brupt· with the Gre~n Knight: ttrttJyl 
· · pres ch on, pou pro mon, pou prete 3- to longe I u (2300). 
' 
·: Gawain 9 s humility comes out again bere after he_ learns why·_ 
- :i--· ' 
~- i-1 




-~-- -- - - - ------
,, 
he was tempted and why the Green Knight spares bis lif'e 
· (2369-2442). Given the situations, all qf Gawain's re-
·actions see;m quite natural. Because by the last scene we 
know of Gawain's attempt to save his life through decep-
ti.on, and becau8-c~ the Green Knight ·r~veals the te:rwtation 
. r 
and the challenge to be tests of bis character., Gawa.in• s 
remers.eful humility is much-more meaningful. 
There are several other parallels whose-influence on 
Gawain's character, although less obvious at first, are 
just as important. After t·be ·first part of the beheading 
'! . 
challenge, Gawain bas a year to rind the Green Chapel, 
where _he :must once again meet his -opponent. The· second 
l 
fit.t bpens with the famous description of the passi·ng of· 
.· ' 
the year, which b·rings Ga1-0'ain to the point at which· he must 
prep-are to set out on his journey to find ;the Grea.1 Knight._, ..,_ .. , 
' As Theodore-Silverstein has shown through an examination 




.the audience's expectation of peril and death tor the hePe. 
· · through its emphasi's on the inevitable passing of time .and 
on tbe traditionally harsh qual"i ties of su:rrrrner "and winter, 
I 
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makes him sensitive to~tbe di.f.ferences i_p. the situations., 
and his reactions are never quite the same. By calling 
forth varied reactions, the framework also exercises some 
.control .,.qver Gawain's character.. Furthers, the a1.athor 1 s 
manipulation and conjoining of events also serve to give __ · 
information about the hero and thus broaden his character •. 
' { 
' . 
The influence of the parallel episodes on Ga.v1ain 1 s 
· character is most easily observable in bis reactions to 
the two parts of the beheading challenge._ In the first 
--· fitt, wish~ng to presel"ove the ---threatened dignity of s the 
.I!'· king and th~ court., be is extremely courteous in· address-
·'I.,·•· •.•• ~ 
' ' 
. ., ) .· 
. ing ~rtbur: ~,, t -
- ' _...,. ~ 
;, 1Wolde 3e, worpilych lorde,' quop Wawan to pe kyng., 
._
1Bid m,e bo3e fro pis benche., and stonde by yow pare, 1· 
'\:'~t I wythoute vylanye my3t voyde pis table, 
A_nd pat my legge lady lyk.ed not ille, 
I wolde com to your counseyl bif*ore your cor_t ryebe. · 
For me ·pink bit not semly, as h-it is sop knawen, 
,- ~er such an askyng is heuened- so hy3e in your sale, 
, pa3 3e 3ourself be talenttyf to take bit to yourseluen. - t-
He also shows.: great humility wben ·be s~ys, ''I am pe wa.kkest, . 
I· wot, and of -wyt feblest,/ And lest lur of my lyf • • • '~ 
(354-355). In the first. episode bis conduct' to-v1a.rd tbe 
'. Green Knight is. matter of fact, though c'~urteou·s a11d re-
'• !.... strained (398~403). In the parallel episode near the end 
r '. 
·-:·. ,,_., .·:· . . .·· I . 
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to extricate himself more or·iess unsuccessfully. Hear-
gues that suc·h a· read-ing explains the graphic SJJinbolism of 
-
-· 
···the. pentangle, since. each .predicament tests. a separate 
. I 
\ 
virtue o 12 Such approaches as these may be helpful in ex-
' "" 
• • 
0amining certain portions .or e1ement~ of the . poem,· but the 
problem with them is that one cannot exP,lain the entire 
I poem by looking at only a si-ngle part or aspect of it. . Two_ -
. 
, othe·r .. critics, Hans Scbnyde.r. and Charles Moorman., describe ---, 
.... ~ .. --
the structure as the Pilgrimage-of-Life motif. ~Thi~ may 
be fine for pigeonholing the story according to 1 ts type 
in folklore, but it is too vague to explain much of the 
characterization .. and leads to no understanding o:f the -
Gawain-poet's method Or handling his narrati;e. 13 
Dorothy Everett bas described those aspects of the 
4' 
.·-structure which have so far been discussed -- that is, the 
.. ,':'1:. 
symmetrical ~rrangernent or· the narrative -- as an nexternal 
er~er," but she·poipts out that there is an ttinternal order" 
, , 14 ', 
'-
.( 
,, ., ,' 
as· iv-ell., the cbarac·ter of Gawaino But the· two are not i 
1 . --I 
, really easily separable. As she sho1ivs, Gawain is charac-
t~rized in several ways, through descr-i;ption, such as that 
· · at the .. pentangle on the shield (6.19-665), through the com-·. 
ments o:r other characters about him ( the court., 674-675; 
_ Bercilak., 2470)·, but most of all dramatically, t}1rough bis 
, own speech and actionso l5 He reacts naturally to the 
-
events within the parallel framet-1ork, and his actions give· 
meaning,,to the structure of th~ .story. Yet the a.utbor 
- ~ ' t 
r \ -; 
' , 
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. I . 
so far as to adopt the green girdle, Which Gawain calls a 
· "tol!en of vntrawpeu (2509), as a badge of honor. In many 
instances, then., a similarity. of episode makes the episodes. 
_ obvious parallels, and yet a dissimilarity within the in-\ 
cidents serves not only for variety, but also for compli-
< . 8 
cation of plot and development of' character. ·Further, 
, the p~ralle.J.ism of: events1 keeps the tone of the poem, 
/ 
· wh-ich 1 alternates ~egularly'between ~the gaiety of: the court 
scenes and the hardship and fear of the journeys and the 
visit to the. Green Chapel,· consistent. 9 - · 
Some critics s-ee the structure in terms of_ elements 
: ether th.an those of the narrative. "l,,..Alan Mo Markman de-
scribes 1 t as "at.traction" and "deflection." In the first 
instance,~ -attrac.tion, the unkno'W!l in the ·for.in of the Green 
: Knight comes to Gawain, and in the second, Gawain is nde-
flected" to tbe adventure.in Bercilak1 s castle without 
b'is knovrledge. · 11arkraan uses these terms to· analyze the. 
I 
·role of the supernatural, wbieh he finds to be dominant 
. . 10 ( irt· the poem. - Sacvan Bercovitch, in order to 0 stress tbe 
humorous side of the poem, views the structu·re as t·be 
. 'l 
regular alternation of romance and anti-romance elements~ 




. He :con~ends that the poet c~.r·efu~ly bal.!inces 1stock, and_ 
- 8 
. . . 
I -
I . 
.·, •:--:- - ,. 
-. >:: 
_ supposedly serious, romance situations ·against comic 
situations in order to make the poem a caricat11re of the : · 
_ _ 11 - . 
· 
- r ~6:mance style. . George J. ,Englehardt regards tbe poem 
---·- ~----
,·. 
-4s a ser1ies of five predicaments .from which Gawain tries 
I"· . 
I ·-
- 4 ·-· - • 
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·· eball:epge Sc8Il8 of__. the first fitt is so managed that the 
--- . (""\,, 
audience expects anotbe:r beheading scene later as a f'Ul- . ····· 
• • • I ~ 
fillment of the f'irst. · When the third bunting scene be-
gins., the audience naturally anticipates a third tempta-
tion .. 
· Described. so barely, the story of the poem no doubt 
sounds repetitious to the point of' monotony. Such a 
judgment is .far .from accurate, for, al though . the pattern 
of expectation cJ:>eated by the s·tructure is ful.filled in 
every case, it is frequentlytulfilled in an unexpected 
·· manner. Because of tbe conditions o.f the beheading bar-
gain., and because __ of the warnings of the author (486-490., 4 
0 
. -
--··· 496, 535), the audienc·e a~ticipates the worst for Gawain 
in the f'inal beheading scene.,. although the ·actual result 
is f oresbadowed by Arthur early in the poem: 11 1 Kepe pe., 
cosyn.,.' .'quop pe kyng., 'Pat Pou on kyr.f sette.,/ And if 
- ~: , -· j 
,, -
~ . 
Pou rede3 him ry3t., redly I trowe/"\:'at Pou sChal byden pe 
bur pat be scbal bede after. •."6. A.fter the .f i:t"st two temp- 1 
tation scenes., one might well expect Gawain to withstand 
a third temptation. He does., but not completely, and tbis 
is adumbrated in tbe animal that Bercilak hunts that day, 
·. . r . 7 
n the fox~ a creature of duplicity. When, at the end of' 
-the poem., the hero returns to Arthur's c6UJ;"t., we naturally 
expect tbe members of the court; who feared f'-or his sa..fety 
(676-685)., to sympathize witb him. Not only do .. they sym-
fl' 
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so that the hero is made to emerge unharmed from tbe dan-
c- gers of the Challenge because he has stood the· test im-
- 3 
.· .. 1)osed by the -Teraptation. '' Kittredge also gave transla-Q , 
tions of many of the. analogues, most of which see~ fairly ·L:.:.,:.·--;i/. 
artless by ·comparison t~ ~i~, Gav1ain and which point_ up 
the Gawain.-poet' s great ability to develop his characters. '-
. 
' '>.• 
In tbe past several ·years cri·tics have become more 
concerned with the artistic effects of the structure of 
- the poem. As many or them have noted, the events of the <{it" .... 
I 
, 
. po_em are ordered ___ int.o a __ nea!!ly- --s-y.-m.metric-al pattern··-througb 
the repetition of parallel incidents. 4 ·· Similar element.a 
in different parts o.f the poem are paired with one 
another, such as the f~rst and last stanzas with their 
reference to Troy and_. the founding o:f Britain., the scenes 'j _ 
. in Arthur's court, and the two beheading scenes. lrli thin_--I 
.. :r I.· , 
· the struct~re · of paired. elements there is also a three-
f_old structure, which sets the_ rhythm of the frame of the>.1_,.q_ I . 
enti_re _ poem: the cballeng·e, the temptation, and the com-
pletion or the challenge. ~his pattern is repeated in 
~ ~ ~ J ' 
't_ tbe three te~ptation scenes, each of which is enclosed by 
· a description of a bunt, giving the same triple rhythm as . · 
-w. tb·e frame, bunt -- temptation -- hunt; and it is echoed 





·and by· :the· three strokes of· th~ ax. The manner i·n_ which -
this repetition is established creates a constant pattern 
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adventure has,! greater meaning in human term.s than do most 
romances. This view of the hero disagrees vritb that or 
.. :..-: 
mos·t critics: tr>Jbo emphasize Gawain's flat--1s at the expense 
of his goodness. Such con.sid.eration t~ill also sbdw that,...-_~·-._ 
although always good humored and of ten funny, the poem is 
mo~ally ear11est and. not a game or a joke. 
In order to support this view .a brief description of 
the structure of the poem and a summary of pertinent 
scholarly opiniori · regarding 1. t will be help:rul at this 
. ' point.,·. Al though cz,i ti~~ have almost always been concerned 
with the structure in one way or .. another, until fairly 
recently th9-y have concentrated tl1eir energy· upon at-
tempts to discover tbe source of th_e poem and to trace 
/ the ultimate derivation/of the present form. of the story. ~ 
· J •. R. Hulbert' s view, published in 1915, tl1at tbe present 
c•. forin of the story b'ad :tts roots in a type of folktale in 
' . 
which the hero i"\fas tested ·ror his worthiness to become 
(. 
the lover of a rairy mistress was superseded by Kit-
·, 
5 
·- . ' 
. t 
~ . . 
".i., 
a:~,- tredge' s elaborate study of the genealogy o:f tbe story, 
- -------- --- -
! 
which sboiied that th~ poem is a combination of the Chal-
lenge and the Temptation, two common folk motifse 2 
I · .f>Throughout his s·tudy Ki ttreqge stressed . tl1e extraordinaey 
· .. 
unity which the Gawain-poet, or one of his predecessors.,· 
•1 gave to the tale by showing that the ·poet made the tempta- . () 
• 
• , ,•; ". • I "-. •• • , f. 'J: :",• " 
" tion a part of the challenge: . "In the structure or the. 
romance • -• • the combination ie very skilfully worked., 
i , 
-r-;-- -' 
. -·, .. - 1. 
--r ...... . 
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·-~---a -character who develops within· the framework of a series 
J :or c~osely related situations. The poet's juxtaposing 
ana·/ paralleling of elements or the narrative often add 
dimension to Ga~tai~' s character, and, in··.,.turn,. Gawain's 
reactions to the circumstances in which he finds himself 
·, 
. -:,., : 
: -. II:, .... ~ 
give meaning to the events tbemselyes. The-hero's de- .J. 
veloping character is one of the chief devices used to 
-·· 
-
unify the episodes in the poem. Some of the character-
ization, however 9 particularly_ in the niinor figure·s, is 
.,, 
. ' . 
~ not so finely balar.ieed age.inst the structure. Occasion-
. l • ,J? . 
,• 
ally., the poet• s desire to preserve the integrity a·nd 
I· I 
- balance of· bis narrative structure seems to take pre- ' . 
eedence over his ability. to make h·is characters react in 
a natural and human way; and in one instance the poet 
_completely fails to motivate a character. · 
I hope t.o sh.ow that a.ny examination of the char- -
\ 
· · acters in Sir Gawain must also deal with the stI~cture of 
· the poem, for so completely has the poet woven together 
. 
these elements ·of his work that the significance· or 
neither is very clear unless the otner is taken into:)ac-
count. When, moreover., the re~iprocal influenc,e of struc-
. ture and cbaraete:r is given consideration, one can justi-
riably se~ Gawain as a character who, despite his fault,. 
· .· ·thoroughly deserves not our critici·sm or sly condemnation, 
. ' 
·-·-·· · · .;but our full approval and applause. Gawain is ~bus not a 
~ompletely exceptional romance hero., but the story of his 
J,; 
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· The mairi · concern of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 
. ,• 
. · .is the·· character of· its kJero 9 _Ga11aino Throughout the 
· adventure, -the reader, shares Gawain's. hope., fear, despair, 
and, perhapsmost of all, his confusion. His appeal is 
that he is amazingly human. It is not the character of 
Gawain alone, however, that ~bsorbs us, for.practically 
~11 of tbe,characterization in ~he poem is fine and subtle. 
·I , 
Bercilak, his wife, King Arthur and his court all involve 
the reader in the.poem·in different ways because they re-
-ac7.t to the· events of ~he story in a manner _that is human 
' 
and usually understai;:tdable. Most critics who have written· ' 
· a.bout the poem have praised not only· the subtlety and 
richness of characterization, but also the uni·ty and 
"· 
~tructure of the poem.· In 1916, Kittredge, working 
mainly with. sources, showed that Sir Gawain was an un-
commonly elaborate and skillful·fusion of two separate :L. 
i • plots. Since Kittredge, critics hav.e turned inyreasingly 




explain the great app~al that the story and the characters 
of the "poem have. for:· its audience. 
' I 
. - '~ 
·--· 
r The relation·sbip between characterization and. st·ruc-
.,,,:., - . 
____ ::·_· --~-: _________ ture in this poem is for the most part quite delicate, 
particularly in the case of' Gawain. Unlike many heroes· 
! ·---; 
of romances Gawain is not a simple, static figu·re who 
gallops victoriously from one adventure to another, but 
3 
5 
. " ' . ~ 
• I. ~ • - •• ~-1 
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. Precedence over his ·abi111 ty to make his cha"racters ·re- ' i ' . 
\ 
act in a. natural and human way., and in one instance the 
r 
poet completely fails to motivate a cha.racter. 
'-..':; 
Any examination of the characters must also d'eal 
with the structure., for so completely ,has the poet woven 
r·:--,l -- . 
together these elements·· of his work that tbe signi.ficance 
or neither. is very clear unless the other is taken into 
'•' 
account. · When the reciprocal inf'luence of structure and 
character is considered., one can see Gawain as a, char-, 
· acter who., despite his fault., deserves not condemnation, 
but applause. Gawain is thus not a completely exceptional 
romance hero., but the story of his adventure has greater 
meaning in human terms than do most romances. This view 
of the hero disagrees with that or many critics., who 
. . 
emphasize Gawain's flaws at tbe expense of bis 'goodness. 
Such conside!'ation Will also show that, although always 
good humored and Of'ten funny, the po.em is morally earnest ~ 
and not a game or a joke. 
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ABSTRACT 
Two-of.the qual~ties of Sir Gawain and the ·Greetl'. 
Kn·ight ~:rbich critics · single out· for praise are the fine · 
characterization and tbe unity given to the poern through 
tbe parallel structure of episodes. The relat.ionship 
. 
,.:r between characterization and structure in this poem-is 
for-the most part quite delicat~, 
,l 
case of Gawain. Unlike 
cularly in the-
of romances Gawain 
is not a static fig:ure who goes vi·ctoriously from one 
adventure to the next., . but a character who develops with- .. 
-
-in a seri·es of closely related situations. The poet• s 
juxtaposing and paralleling of elements of the narrative 
<ii'.:;;. 
add depth to Gawain's character, and Gawain's reactions 
to the circumstances in which he finds himself give mean-
ing to~- the events themselves. The hero's developing char-. 
a:e~ter is one of the chief unifying devices in tpe poem.; 
' It.is not only Gawain's ·character, however,that 
absorbs ·the audience, for almost all of' the character-
ization in the poem is fine and subtle. The otb·er char--
acters all involve the reader in different ways because 
? they react to the events of the story in a manner that 
·1s human and usually understandable. Some of the char-
-- ) 
aeterization, however, is not so 1r1ell balanced against 
----:··:'·-·· :.; the structure. Occasionally, the poet's desife to 
~- · .. 
L 
···' ........ ····-preserve the integrit'y of bis narrati · · seems to take !,_ 
',_., 
.1. 
. ' .- ~ .. 
'\ ,·~/ 
.. i, . 
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•• Two of the qualities of · Sir Gawain and · the Green. · !'··~ 
Knight iv-bich ·"-eritics single out, for prais~ are the fine 
characterization and .the. unity given to the poem through 
·-.. the parallel- structure of episodes. The relationship 
between characterization and .. structure in this :go·em is 
£or the most part quite delicate, particularly in the 
case of Gawain •. Unlike manv heroes of romances Gawain "" 
· is not a static figure who goes victoriously ·from one 
-
adventure to the next, but ·a character who develops with-
in a series of closely related situations. The poet's 
juxtaposiEg and paralleling of elements of the narrative 
. add depth to Gawain's char~cter/ and Gawain's reacti6ns 
-to the circumstances in which he finds himself -give·mean-
I' ' ing to the events themselves. Tbe hero's developing char-
acter is one 0£ the chief unifying devices in the poem. 1 I 
It is not only Gawain's character, however,that 
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they react to the events or the story in a m~nner that 
"' \ t~ 1;" is human and usually understandable. Some of the char-1. 
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-l,'_1 aeterization, however, is not so well balanced against 
the structure. Occasionally, the poet's desire tb -~·- · 
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preserve the int_~gri ty of bis narrativ seems to take . _ --·~~--;·>· 
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This thesis is accep~-e·d and approved 
• 
in partiJ:tl fulfillment of· the requirements for 
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